Advertisement for the post of JRF under DST Nanomission sponsored research Project

Application are invited for a Junior Research Fellow under DST Nanomission Project in the Centre of Biotechnology. Advertised position is purely temporary and will be end with project.

Candidate having second class M.Sc. in microbiology/ biochemistry/ biotechnology/ human genetics, life sciences or M. Pharma are eligible to apply. Candidates having experience to working on nanoparticles/microparticles preparation are particularly encourage to apply. The fellowship 25000 plus HRA 20%. Candidates can opt Skype for interview option or personal appearance at the time of interview.

Interested candidates may submit their applications to Dr. Awadh Bihari Yadav (Principal Investigator) within 20 days of advertisement either by e-mail (awadh.cdri@gmail.com) or by registered post. Incomplete applications will be rejected. Short listed candidate would be intimated and called for interview. No TA/DA will be paid. for attending the interview.